
SOLAR PLEXUS

Integration of the Root and Sacral in the Solar Plexus
 

 
In the beginning… you detach from higher self and dive into density.
Your goal is to experience duality - both sides of the spectrum - and
come full circle back to the “I AM”.
 
Where are you focused?
Focused on Survival……………………………..Focused on Full Potential
Lost in the density of the program            Creating your reality = God 
 
If you’re focused on survival, you create a state of confusion.
I AM NOT………………………………………..........….I AM
 
When you accept or resist the “I AM NOT”, you become it - because
the Solar Plexus acts it out...
 
The Root Chakra is like the blueprint of a building, or a script of a
movie.
The Sacral creates from the Root programs and creates your reality.
The Sacral is like the building materials or set of your movie.
The Solar Plexus is the actor/demonstrator - How you behave/act in
your movie.
 
Your five senses are programmed to your virtual reality based on
your Root programs. You see/experience/hear/know/feel your
programs as “real” - based on your observations, unconscious
programming, awareness, and practice.
 
If you felt connected to everything (creator), and satisfied with
everything… imagine what kind of virtual reality your Sacral could
create! Imagine what your life would be like!
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What are you building your life from?
Do you feel true connection?..................Do you feel disconnected?
Do you feel satisfied?.............................Do you feel hungry/starving?
Do you feel like the creator?...............Or do you feel like life is being
                                                            created and you have to live in it?
 
Why your Spiritual Journey hasn’t fixed your Programs:
If you work from the Crown - you experience an expanded “high” but
your Root programs are still running. This approach doesn’t change
anything in physical reality, and you feel like you are living a double
life.
 
If in your “life”, at the Root, you still don’t feel safe, free, or worthy
this creates the addiction sequence in the Sacral to not feel what’s in
the Root. (ex. addictions to food, buying stuff, venting, etc.) 
 
We feel like a fake in our own reality. We are trying to act out our
spiritual knowledge, when the “I AM NOT” is still running in the Root.
This creates the mask sequences. Watch what you say vs. what you do
and how you behave... is there a disconnect? 
 
Continue to observe your security/survival addictions. Journey with
your addictions and watch as an observer when you engage. When
you engage in your addictions, you go back to sleep, building a wall to
the Root, so you don’t have to feel the “I AM NOT”. You put on your
mask to hide.
 
There is also the excitement of addiction that keeps Root/Sacral
programs running. This is why it can be a trap to continually “follow
your bliss”!
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Quantum Entanglement
We entangle with our stories, programs, patterns, and belief systems.
 
You (Soul/Body)............................................Survival Programs
 
The two points entangle and create a knot, so it feels like one point.
This creates codependency and anchors you in the program. 
You can’t move, and it creates resistance.
 
We entangle in two ways: Love and Fear
We settle and accept someone/something out of fear or love, keeping  
us locked in I AM NOT free/safe. We do other things to create a
feeling of freedom or safety, but we are still in the program. 
 
This also creates bittersweet manifestations (10 steps forward - 10
steps back). You can find your programs in the bittersweet
manifestations!
 
IT’S IMPOSSIBLE TO CHANGE A PROGRAM IN THE PROBLEM!
***The Solution is never in the Problem!***
 
Frequencies of the Solar Plexus = Actor - I demonstrate = “I”
I Command………………………………………..I Become        
                                                             Behavior/acting out programs
 
I Respond………………………………………...............I React
“Isn’t that interesting”                                    Triggered, Reactive
 
I Demonstrate who I AM………………….…………..Act out belief systems
Fully become the I AM                                    Become the lie
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The Field of Possibilities
You can’t create connection out of disconnection. If you download a
solution in the problem - it feels like a solution, but it’s still the
program - you are still in the “I AM NOT” game! 
 
You need to be in neutrality - a blank slate.
 
You have to step out of the matrix! In the quantum field of potential,
there are millions and billions of potentials and possibilities!
 
Avoidance…………………………................…..Surrender
 
The darkest moments have lead to rock bottom/exhaustion
surrenders, and that is when things started to actually change...
 
If you don’t surrender, you “manifest” choices from a disempowered
program. The game knows you and your programs - this can be very
tricky!
 
***Don’t take action in your problems!!!***
 
Taking action/participation in the problem re-activates the program,
creating a newlywed phase (for 3 - 6 months it feels like a new
program, but you can’t see its still the same program!)
 
Once the newlywed phase is over, the program resurfaces, creating
the 10 steps forward - 10 steps back effect.
 
The solution is in the field of potential - in a state of surrender. Step
out of the game! Use the meditation in this unit to practice.


